‘Frenzy’ Fluviatilis
by Richard Chandaman
Many a perch angler, and I include myself
here, has gained his 4lb stripes on a
stillwater venue. Whilst the River Great
Ouse continues to throw up specimens with
sustained regularity - stillwaters can be “red
hot” when their initial potential is unlocked.
Richard Chandaman explains.
Introduction
I’m a crap angler. I have regular tangles and bird nests.
One of my favourite waters has a float of mine strung up
in a tree that waves at me like a mocking hand on every
visit! I’ve crushed two landing net handles and one rod
under my lumbering feet, as well as losing a good bite
alarm, a Shimano reel and a mobile phone in the drink
during the last perch season.
However! On the upside my campaign of destruction has
given me my first two 4lb plus perch. The first at 4lb 2oz
won the Perchfishers Biggest Stillwater fish award and the
second would have won the Biggest Perch award but was
captured on the 17th of March - two days after the end of
the traditional season. This second fish fulfilled a secret
ambition of mine - beating Dick Walker’s personal best of
4lb 13oz.
After a first season perch’ing on the River Kennet system
where I managed to catch some beautiful fish to 3lb 5oz,
I topped that off with a 3lb 10oz fish in October at the
start of this season. However I realised the Kennet was
very unlikely to produce the magic four so I then turned
to the ‘carp lakes’ in Sussex where I live and started
researching available waters. I suppose my strengths are
research and analysis rather than tackle manipulation!
So venue selection has to be first - and I think Dick
Walker himself would have gone along with that,
although his second mantra of ‘don’t scare the fish’ I do
find harder!
Venue Selection
I quickly realised that just because a day ticket water had a
‘reputation’ for big perch it does not necessarily mean you
will catch one there. The story roughly goes:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Big perch get caught
Water gets hammered
Perch get hammered
No more big perch!

Of course there is a bit more to it than that but the
Furnace story in The Book Of The Perch is pretty much true
and many a water follows this line. So in selecting a
stillwater I wrote out my criteria, which follows.
Alongside this, I started reading articles by Steve Burke,
Mick Cutler and others on fishing commercials.

I have to say that 90% of their advice is bang on for me
and my waters, so read them - it’s worth the time.
However you always need to keep an open mind and
interpret evidence as you go along for yourself. The water
I want is as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

A fairly serious carp angler’s water with lots of
particle baits going in
No particular perch reputation
No pike - as this always makes me feel confident!
Lots of fry - strongly linked to No.1 above
Ideally not a regular match venue, as the maggot
pole guy will catch them here!

Three or four waters immediately started to fit these
criteria but it quickly came down to two. Then as I
studied these waters, listened, and talked to other anglers
and owners, one water started to stand out. The owner
claimed to have electro fished it with the Environment
Agency to remove bream and all concerned had been
stunned by some of the perch. My first day there with a
waggler proved beyond any doubt that it was stuffed to
the gunnels with small fish - we have the venue! But
would it produce my four?
Getting To Know The Target Water
It’s about 5-6 acres in size, uniformly that muddy soupy
colour and it’s a good average depth in the region of 6-7
feet. So I set off by targeting the margins, the dark spots
and swims with trees in the water’s edge. Big mistake! I
caught lots of perch and some stunning rudd (on worm),
but the biggest perch was 2lb 7oz, nice fish, but not what
I was targeting. The rudd were nearly that big!
I then went to a Tenchfishers meeting in Eastbourne and
spent some of the evening chatting to Mick and Colin
who had joined the surge at Stream Valley, where Les
Brown’s 5lb 15oz record was taken. It was clear that the
Stream Valley tactic was fishing out in the lake, not in the
margins. So how do you know where the hot spot is? On
re-reading Les Brown’s story, it became very clear- you
create your own hot spot! Les used, (so I read) 11 pints of
maggots that day to get the carp going - here was the key!
Using maggots to create a ‘fry frenzy’!

The ‘Fry Frenzy’
I also started looking at depths of the lake and found one
particular ‘hole’ that shelved off to 14 feet. So here’s the
strategy - using Messrs Burke & Cutler training, I’d create
the frenzy close in on overcast days but further into the
deeper hole on brighter days. This would tend to interest
and engage the perch at whatever the ambient light
intensity was.
By creating an area of fry action the big perch, especially
if hungry, will quickly move in on the fry and start to
attack weaker or unsuspecting individuals - or those
carrying a hook!
I felt catching the livebait for the day actually helped get
the swim going before starting to fish. As often happens
in angling, waiting before fishing can bring bigger fish in.
This all worked immediately. The first perch I had using
this was the 4lb 2oz specimen fishing on the edge of the
frenzy area with a 3-inch roach.

Well I’m really not sure - they could take my livebait but I
believe they have even better eyesight than the perch and
although they pluck at it, I’ve had no real grebe takes. I’m
sure grebes are a great indicator of where the best fry
larder is hence friend rather than foe to me and the perch!
I wonder if they also injure fish and again attract the
perch we want in - to mop up.
Fishing Approach
I usually use two rods, either both livebait - or float
fishing a lobworm and livebait on the ledger or
paternoster rig. I tend to fish the lobworm in the frenzy
area and the livebait on the edge. I don’t put in many
chopped lobworms, as the silverfish will snaffle them
once the swim really gets going. I’ve used Mick Cutlers
idea of putting in betane pellets, which works well in
some places but at this water it brings in hoards of bream.
The last time I used betane pellets I landed an 8lb 14oz
bream on my lobworm rig.
The 4lb 2oz perch was taken on a bright day about 25
meters out. As already stated this is about the light levels.
On a bright day in 5ft of water I get nothing. At this stage
the bigger fish are coming to me on livebait, not
lobworms. The biggest lob caught perch has been 3lb
13oz, and the live’s have three fish ahead of that. You can
draw your own conclusions!

03/03/2008 - Richard with a personal best perch of 4lb 2oz
My use of the frenzy technique is new to me and I only
had four weeks to start using it so conclusions, and
everything your reading - are tentative at this stage. I
tended to use more maggots at the start and then get
them down to the ‘little and often’ to keep things going.
Too many maggots can bring in much bigger silver fish,
(or even carp!) which I feel push the fry we want out sometimes this seems to be an inevitable progression if
too many maggots are used.

If you create a frenzy then you are naturally (that’s the
whole point!) inviting fish predators into your swim.
Therefore the two pairs of Great Crested Grebes joining
me is not a problem?

14/03/2008 - Richard with perch of 3lb 13oz and 2lb 7oz
I am struggling to get a livebait rig I feel confident with sorry I did tell you I was a crap angler! Well over half the
takes are missed, and unlike lobworm fishing I’m having
quite a few perch ‘throw’ the hook. I’ve tried lip and tail
hooking and currently the lip is doing better although I’m
convinced that the small fish are often taken tail first,
judging by marks around the tail.
I’m very tempted to try the ‘Pennel’ type rig with a
second hook in the tail area although concerned about
having two hooks as this seems to present a number of
risks for the perch. I’ve used three main live bait rigs. A
simple paternoster, a buoyant ledger rig (with a couple of
cork balls close to the run ring) and a paternoster (with a
cork ball on the hook link). This last rig tangles less but
has not been as productive - it also does some very odd
things. The buoyant ledger is currently ahead.

Of course my missed bites could be smaller perch, but I
feel my lack of experience means I’m not getting it right
yet. I really feel my success has come from using the
frenzy NOT getting the rigs operating smoothly - once
again strategy not manipulation!

But probably the highlight for me was taking a non-perch
fishing friend along to get a ‘clonker’ and having him
come away with a 3lb 3oz personal best fish - that really is
another special treat!

Reflection
I tend to fish weekdays so I often enjoy some very
peaceful fishing. Sadly on the day I caught the 4lb 14oz
perch a match was being fished on the lake. My swim got
going with the fry frenzy well underway then the match
whistle blew and they all started to pack up. As I cast out
the 4-inch roach it occurred to me not to fish until they
had cleared the area - I didn’t want an audience! However
the bobbin was ripped out of my hand by this fish and
about 14-18 anglers witnessed the capture of this
monster. The ensuing circus was a nightmare for two
reasons. One, my quiet appreciation of the fish and the
moment of special rapture was destroyed. A few snaps
and get it back home ASAP. But two, the word was out
and others, probably much better anglers than me, will
descend on the lake and plunder these lovely fish - big
mistake!

A personal best 3lb 3oz perch for a friend!
I’ve now located two more likely venues, which meet my
criteria for perch action. Sadly I’m beginning to realise
that one key feature is likely to be cost of fishing some of
these waters. The more expensive they are to carp fish the
more likely the perch are to be huge and ignored. Subject
to my other venue criteria being in place - with my low
skill level I think I need to be in at the beginning rather
than the end of potential waters.
18/03/2008 - A new personal best perch of 4lb 14oz
The venue owner has become increasingly interested in
perch and now asks about their captures. He assures me a
‘five’ came out in the last week of March - 9 days after my
big four. He saw the fish and I have no real reason to
doubt the validity of this catch although I’m always a little
sceptical about ‘4’s, and ‘5’s etc. 5lb 3oz would be better scales help especially with big perch!
As I say above I’ve lost a number of fish that have
‘thrown’ the hook. While ‘the one that got away’ is a
ubiquitous yarn in angling I really did lose one fish that
stayed on for 40-50 seconds and I am totally convinced it
was a perch far bigger than any I have caught there to
date - so the 5 is probably easily possible and I secretly
think a ‘six’ is on the cards.
Stream Valley is a really tiny water that has produced two
seasons of giants, so this venue should give me and a few
others - one more season of mixing it with these
wonderful fish. Finding a water that does the ‘bizz’ for
you is great!

Commercial carp fishery perch are not as classically
picturesque as their river cousins and lack that wonderful
green and bright red fins, they are more gunmetal grey
and orange, but they are equally pugnacious and maybe
more aggressive and self confident living in open water.
What they lack in beauty they make up for in spirit, and
sometimes size!

Richard Chandaman

